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A CANTOR-LEBESGUE THEOREM
IN TWO DIMENSIONS1

ROGER COOKE

Abstract. We prove a partial extension of the classical result

of Cantor and Lebesgue to two dimensions, for circular summation

of trigonometric series. We assume convergence almost everywhere

rather than merely on a set of positive measure. Although the

theorem we prove has applications in uniqueness theorems, its

purpose is to suggest what may be true in general, since the proof

does not generalize to higher dimensions.

The purpose of this paper is to prove a theorem which partly ex-

tends the well-known Cantor-Lebesgue theorem. To state the theorem

we introduce the following notation: ¿Jmcm exp[i(m, x)] denotes a

trigonometric series in k variables, m = (mi, m2, ■ ■ ■ , mk) is a lattice

point in ¿-dimensional space, x = (xi, x2, ■ ■ • , xk) is a point of

¿-dimensional space, (m, x)=m\X\+ • ■ • +mkxk, m\2=(m, m),

An(x)=Y,\™\i=n cm exp[i(m, x)], ||/||i = (2tt)-*/> f(x)\dx, \\f\\2
= [(27r)~*/jn* |/(x)| 2dx]112, and Tk is the torus with Lebesgue measure

dx. We use the now standard A-dimensional notation even though we

are principally interested in the case k = 2.

Theorem. Let k = 2. If An(x) tends to 0 almost everywhere as n tends

to infinity, then \\An\\l = 2imi2=» I c»>l2 tends to 0 also.

The theorem presents interest for two reasons. First, as Paul Cohen

has shown in his dissertation at the University of Chicago, the

analogue of the Cantor-Lebesgue theorem is false for square summa-

tion. Second, many of the results on uniqueness of multiple trigono-

metric series have had to make use of some rather strong assump-

tions, for instance the uniform convergence of the series

Sn-i n~lAn(x), cf. [l ]. It is hoped that this result will be only one of

many similar ones. If it can be extended or strengthened, many of

these strong assumptions could be dispensed with. As an example, we
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combine our result with a much deeper result of Shapiro to obtain

the following.

Corollary. Let k = 2. If 22ñ-o AHix) =0 for X9i2irm, then cm = 0

for all m.

The proof of the theorem requires two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let (AT, u) be a finite measure space, and let /n(x) be a

sequence of nonnegative measurable functions on X such thatfnix) tends

to 0 almost everywhere and the indefinite integrals ffndpt are uniformly

absolutely continuous. Then fxfndu tends to 0.

Proof. Let €>0. Choose ô>0 such that fEfndß<e for all n if

p(E)<ô. Since/„(x) tends to 0 in measure, choose N so large that

ju({x:/„(x)>e}) <8 when n>N. Then if n>N, we have

\fndix=\      fndß +    f     fndpKe + e-piX).   Q.E.D.
" X J/„St J fn»

Similar lemmas are common in measure theory, cf. [2, pp. 100-101 ].

Lemma 2. Let (AT, ju) and /„ be as above. If there exists M such that

fxfldß<M for all n, then the indefinite integrals ffn da are uniformly

absolutely continuous.

Proof. Let N be any positive number, and write fn = gn+hn,

where gn=fn if fn^N and g„ = 0 on the set where fn>N. Then

JEfndu=JE gndu+fE KdnúN-uiE)+N-ifE fndu.
The inequality results from the fact that /2 ^ Nh„. Thus fE fndu

¿N-uiE)+MN~1: Given e>0, choose N so that MN~l<e; then if

uiE)<eN~\ we have fEfndu<2e.    Q.E.D.
This lemma is essentially the result on p. 143 of [4].

Proof of the Theorem. We have

I Anix) |2 =       22     cmcpexp[iim — p, x)] = ¿222 c«¿v exp[i(?, x)\,

where the inner sum is extended over all pairs of lattice points m and

p such that Im\2 = |p\2 = n and m—p=q. Now it is easily seen that

when k = 2 this inner sum contains at most two terms. For, given a

chord on a circle, there is at most one other chord on the circle having

the same length and parallel to it. Hence if 73n(x) = | ^4„(x)|2, Parse-

val's identity implies that

ll-^nlls =   22 I   22 CmCp\2.
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Thus

Mî^MÎ + 2i;D \cmcp\2
q¡éO

=  |M«H42+2 ¿2 I   Cm |2 \CP |2
|m|2=|p|S->n

+ IM»||24 = 3|M„||24.

It now follows from Lemma 2 that if the sequence ¡|^4.ra{|2 is bounded,

then the integrals f\ An(x)\ 2dx are uniformly absolutely continuous;

hence in this case /r2 | An(x) 12dx tends to 0 by Lemma 1. In the gen-

eral case we replace A„(x) by Cn(x) = ||^4„U¿"1 An(x). If \\An\\2 does not

tend to 0, there is a subsequence of the positive integers, nk, such

that ||^4ni||2=^c>0. Then by what has already been shown, ||Cnt||s

tends to 0. But this is absurd, since || CnA|¡2 = 1- This proves the

theorem.

The proof given here breaks down for square partial sums at in-

equality (1). (The number of terms in the inner sum does not remain

bounded.) For spherical sums in dimensions higher than 2 the proof

would carry over if it could be shown that the number of pairs of

lattice points m and p, on a given sphere and such that m—p=q, re-

mains bounded (over all spheres). That such is not the case, how-

ever, is easily seen. Given a lattice point in 2-space, (n, ^2), there is a

pair m = (ru r2, +1), p = (r\, r2, —1) on the sphere of radius

(^+?2 + l)I/2 in 3-space with m—p = (0, 0, 2). The question now be-

comes whether the number of lattice points on the circle of radius r

with center at (0, 0) is a bounded function of r. This function is not

bounded, as one can easily deduce. From number theory it is known

that the number of lattice points on the circle of radius y/r about

(0, 0) is four times the difference between the number of divisors of r

of the form 4m+ 1 and the number of divisors of the form 4«+ 3. Thus

the circle about (0, 0) of radius 5r contains 8r+4 lattice points, from

which the unboundedness of the function follows immediately.

Proof of the Corollary.

(2) Z|í-|á(E   \cm\2)l'2(   ¿2l)m = o(l)VNn,

where Nn denotes the number of lattice points on the sphere of

radius yfn. Hence we have

= 2   z
Llml2=m
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¿2       |c|=o(l)(        E        VNn)

(3) áo(l)( Z     iV.V'^Ä-l)1'*
N(ß-l)2Sn<Ä2 /

(4) = oil)OiRl'2)OiRli2) = oiR).

Here we have used the Schwarz inequality twice to obtain inequalities

(2) and (3). To obtain (4) we have used the fact that Z(ä-d2S"<ä2 N»

is the number of lattice points inside the circle of radius 7? but not in-

side the circle of radius 7? —1. It is well known that this number is

OiR). Thus the hypotheses of Shapiro's theorem [3, Theorem 7] are

satisfied, and so cm = 0 for all m.
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